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XIENGKHOUANG Wonder Land Tour 
Duration: 03 Days 02 Nights 

Valid Till: 31 Dec 2021 

 
 

DAY01: VIENTIANE – XIENGKHOUANG (L/D) 
Flight from Vientiane to Phonsavanh (Xiengkhuang) by Lao skyway LK212 at 9:15 – 10:00, Transfer From  

Airport to Lao Skyway Hotel (www.laoskywayhotel.com) and lunch at hotel then Visit the Plain of Jars Site 

No.1 + No. 2 and Muang Khoun.Spend short time Visiting Local Market. Continue to the famous Plain 

Of Jars, a vast area extending around Phonsavanh from the South-west to the north-East. Mysterious 

and ancient, over 300 huge Stone jars apparently carved Out of solid rock are scattered around the 

Plateau. The jars Vary in size from 1 to 3.25 meters high and weigh up to six tons each. There are 

Several Different theories as to the purpose of the jars, which are estimated to be 2,500 to 3,000 

Years old. According to local legend, King Khun Chuang Had them constructed in order to Store Wine 

For the celebration of his conquest of the province in the 6th century. Today's Tour focuses On Sites, 

Out of the many sites so far Discovered. We stop for lunch at local restaurant in Phonsavanh City 

Afterwards continue to Muang Khoun, An ancient Capital and stronghold for the XiengKhuang Royal family 

Which was destroyed during the Indochina War. The town was rebuilt after 1975 with rows of wooden 

Lao houses and a market area and is surrounded by beautiful mountain Scenery. Visit Wat Phia Wat, That 

Foun and That Chomphet. In Overnight Phonsavanh ((Laoskyway Hotel) 
 

DAY 02: FULL DAY XIENGKHOUANG CITY TOUR (B/L/D) 
Breakfast at hotel then visit fresh market and UXO (MAX) office, by vehicle from Phonsavanh to Muang 

Kham, visit Hmong and Tai Dam villages, Tham Piew Cave, hot spring water. Tham Piew is one of the 
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tragedies of the Indochina War and Stands As a solemn memorial to the 374 innocent villages 

that were killed by a single US missile attack in 1968. They were taking refuge in the cave when 

the shell hit they will live at The cave in the war & Overnight in Phonsavanh. (Laoskyway 

Hotel) 
 

DAY 03: XIENGKHOUANG – VIENTIANE (B) 
Morning at leisure, flight from Phonsavanh to Vientiane by Lao skyway LK213 at 

12:00 – 12:45. Arrival at Vientiane ( End of our Service ) 
 

 

 

 

Price in US Dollar per 1 PAX 
Number of passenger traveling together Remark 

2 PAX 4 PAX 6 PAX 8 PAX 10 PAX SSP 

399 379 359 349 339 55 

 

Price included: 
 

* Round Trip flights by Lao sky way 

* Accommodation provide the twin/double bed sharing room + daily breakfast 

* Meals: Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner are included in the price 

* Minivan included driver + fuel + water + cold tower for transfer + Tour 

* Private Guidance of guide through the trip as per program 

* Entrance fees are included 

*All government tax are included 
 

Additional info 
 

Confirmation will be received within 02- 03 days of booking, subject to availability not 

wheelchair Accessible. Children over 12 years old are considered as adult. Children from 3 -

11 year old are charged 90% adult price. Infant less than 2 year old are free. If any standard 

check in is 14:00 and check out 12:00. 

 

This is private tour. Only your group will participate. 
 

 

 

  
       (LSW – 10/03/2020) 
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